ALIENS, HUMANS AND INTERVENTION

O

ut of the mouthes of babes … five years ago at the former website of the Hidden Text, just for an eye
opener for those not aware – two forums of simple illustrations were published. These illustrations can be
seen by anyone who googles ''Medieval UFO'' and go straight to ''images''. There one will see pages and pages
of five hundred year old information – unfettered by narrow minded ''archaeologists'' with some sort of axe to
grind. Amongst these five hundred year old, and much older are depictions on the coin of the realm, hierogyphs,
wall reliefs, copper plaques, boulders and paintings.
These ''thoughts made solid'' that is; out of the ''mind's eye'' of one man his thoughts being made material for all
other ''mind's eyes'' to see. No words needed, no need to be literate nor to understand another's Babelian tongue.
It is the subject matter of these works of art which should be disturbing – and disturbing they are to us here in this
current modern and ''blinded'' times. Blinded to the truth that we are not alone, no matter the form of our visitors.
For instance:
If, and only if, aircraft were a normal daily event, such as they are today – and
certainly have been in past eons, why then would an artist sit at an easel and
spend long periods of his days putting his ''mind's eye view'' in colour for those
generations who are coming after him?
Why would he be ''telling this story'' shown here, and what, exactly is this
story? Did the artist actually witness something like this to have painted the
craft appearing as many do today? This craft is especially seen in China today.
The Christ story may or may not be one of ''influence'' for the good of all.
It may or may not have been hijacked to be used over the human population as
a ''control'' measure.
Begging then, to ask – what is going on here, what is the truth in this picture?
Although we no longer paint
pictures of events to display
publicly as artists did in days gone
by, this is what we do these days
''and (the object) was blurred at
1/250th of a second, so it had to
be going superfast. The object is
not in the frame before or after,
so it had to be going really, really
fast. I was kind of blown away."

May 25 2013
The Huffington Post
Netherlands Medieval Castle

We have seen warnings
throughout the hidden texts
regarding the ''zeppelin'', the
cylinder & cigar shaped craft, that
they are involved in the ''trade in
men''. The brightly lit ones which
burst forth from volcanoes are
from the nether regions of Earth.
A good source of these 'people' is
Phil Schneider (deceased R.I.P)

HERE at this juncture it should be highlighted that ''Google'' – an American construct – is performing ''disclosure'' at
a very subjective level by ''allowing'' all these illustrations to be viewed by those who wish to do so
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"The Annunciation with Saint Emidius" (1486) Carlo Crivelli (1430-1495) hangs in the National Gallery, London. MyMedia-Forum.com

It was not my intention to
concentrate on any particular
visitor, until I noticed the
depiction above of the same
craft in the other illustrations
seemingly attacking the cigar
shaped craft. A theme repeated
In France a coin minted in 1680 shows a hovering disc shaped UFO with what appears to be port holes or lights around the rim.

You will realize that this craft on the coin is the same as that in the other pictures shown.
On the right here is an Oannes with the ''tree in stone'' of Q2 70 (man of fire brought down) which is a machine for teleporting.

"You can fool all the people some of the time, and some of the people all the time, but you cannot fool all the
people all the time." - Abraham Lincoln

Posted by Adam Kadmon on August 17, 2013 at 9:03am in Aliens, Abductions & U.F.O's
See also nawewtech.angelfire.com/cigar.html

The main argument is this:
a) that it was humans, and humans alone which commenced the amazing civilizations of ancient times and times
before that – or was it?
b) even though the fact these amazing cultures are showing evidence of technology far in advance of that which
we here and now are in possession of, that we here and now are unable to duplicate the technology they utilized,
indicating we here and now are devolving and not evolving. That is: we are in the process of going backwards, not
forwards. The evidence is all around us – the inability to perform advanced tasks without damaging the planet, the
nest in which we operate, the depletion of other life forms because of technology which we utilize and as a result of
the depletion of these life forms (trees especially) we are destroying the biosphere
c) one example which comes to mind being the first thing to remark upon when describing the so called ''stone age''
is the lack of this destruction current humans are wielding. The ''throw away'' stone age society did not leave behind
islands the size of Texas floating ad liberatum all over the once pristine oceans!
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Define Alien
alienˈeɪlɪən/ adjective
1.

2.

1.

2.

1.belonging to a foreign country.
"an alien culture"
synonyms: foreign, overseas, non-native, external, distant, remote More
2.unfamiliar and disturbing or distasteful.
"principles that are alien to them"
synonyms: unfamiliar, unknown, unheard of, foreign; More
noun
1.a foreigner, especially one who is not a naturalized citizen of the country where he or she is living.
"an enemy alien"
synonyms: foreigner, non-native, immigrant, emigrant, émigré, incomer,newcomer, visitor, outsider, stranger More
2.a hypothetical or fictional being from another world.
"she discovers that the alien's spaceship has crashed"
synonyms: extraterrestrial, ET; More

Define Intervention
in·ter·ven·tion
[in-ter-ven-shuh n] Show IPA
noun

1. the act or fact of intervening.
2.Interposition or interference of one state in the affairs ofanother.
Origin:
1375–1425; late Middle English < Late Latin interventiōn- (stem ofinterventiō ) a coming between.

in·ter·vene(ĭn′tər-vēn′)
intr.v. in·ter·vened, in·ter·ven·ing, in·ter·venes
1. To come, appear, or lie between two things: You can't see the lake from there because the house intervenes.
2. To come or occur between two periods or points of time: A year intervened between the two dynasties.
3. To occur as an extraneous or unplanned circumstance: He would have his degree by now if his laziness hadn't intervened.
4.
a. To involve oneself in a situation so as to alter or hinder an action or development:
"Every gardener faces choices about how and how much to intervene in nature's processes" (Dora Galitzki).
b. To interfere, usually through force or threat of force, in the affairs of another nation.
5. Law To enter into a suit as a third party for one's own interests.

Define ''human''
hjuːmən adjective
adjective: human
1. 1. relating to or characteristic of humankind.
"the human body"
anthropoid More
synonyms:
"the survival of the human race"
antonyms: animal
 of or characteristic of people as opposed to God or animals or machines, especially in being susceptible to
weaknesses.
"they are only human and therefore mistakes do occur"
mortal, flesh and blood; More
synonyms: fallible, weak, frail, imperfect, vulnerable, susceptible, erring, error-prone;
physical, bodily, fleshly, carnal, corporal
antonyms: infallible
 showing the better qualities of humankind, such as kindness.
"the human side of politics is getting stronger"
compassionate, humane, kind, kindly, kind-hearted, considerate, understanding, sympathetic,
tolerant; More
synonyms:
approachable, accessible
"the human side of politics is getting weaker"
antonyms: inhuman
 Zoology of or belonging to the genus Homo.
noun
noun: human; plural noun: humans
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Define technology
technology tɛkˈnɒlədʒi/ noun
noun: technology; plural noun: technologies
1. 1. the application of scientific knowledge for practical purposes, especially in industry.
"advances in computer technology"

We will all notice that the technology in use today does in no way help our planet, but seems to assist only
those wishing to enlarge their own purse or their own laziness…
Within the Hidden Texts of Nostradamus are several new pollution-free forms of power, many of which
are as Doug Yurchey describes, based on Tesla and his work. The name ''Tesla'' does appear several times,
but as Doug Yurchey states – Tesla and his free power source cannot be utilized while ever we have the
current format, which means telegraph poles, cables and all things electric as they are right now.
The warnings within the hidden texts seem to be pointing to the end of this age as we know it.
The ''age of wood'' is upcoming while we are in the ''recovery'' period which will include an ice age.
This does seem to me to be ''the Plan'' from on high – an opportunity for humans to get their collective
backsides in order and regroup in a more healthy manner for the sake of the Living Library which we share.
Helen Parks
March 2014
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